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Abstract
Histological and magnetic resonance imaging studies have demonstrated that age-associated
alterations of the human brain may be at least partially related to vascular alterations. Relatively little
information has been published on vascular changes associated with healthy aging, however. The
study presented in this paper examined vessels segmented from standardized, high-resolution,
magnetic resonance angiograms (MRA) of 100 healthy volunteers (50 males, 50 females), aged
18-74, without hypertension or other disease likely to affect the vasculature. The subject sample was
divided into 5 age groups (n=20/group) with gender equally distributed per group. The anterior
cerebral, both middle cerebral, and the posterior circulations were examined for vessel number, vessel
radius, and vessel tortuosity. Males exhibited larger vessel radii regardless of age and across all
anatomical regions. Both males and females displayed a lower number of MRA-discernible vessels
with age, most marked in the posterior circulation. Age-associated tortuosity increases were relatively
mild. Our multi-modal image database has been made publicly available for use by other
investigators.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this report is to describe a new, noninvasive, in-vivo method of defining vascular
changes associated with healthy aging and gender as depicted by magnetic resonance
angiograms (MRA). Aging of the adult human brain is already known to be associated with a
variety of anatomical tissue changes. Both post-mortem histological and in-vivo Magnetic
Resonance (MR) imaging studies suggest that aging induces progressive shrinkage of grey
matter volume (Courchesne et. al. 2000; Matsumae et. al. 1996; Peinado 1998; Resnick et. al.
2000). White matter is also affected, with an age-related decline in fractional anisotropy
(Madden et. al. 2003; Sullivan and Pfefferrbaum 2006), loss of myelinated axons, (Marner et.
al 2003) and alteration of white matter signals as seen by MR (Hachinski 1986). The variability
is great, however, and the brains of some elderly subjects have the characteristics of the brains
of much younger individuals (Creasey and Rapoport 2003).

One of the factors likely to contribute to the patient-specific severity of age-related anatomical
and functional changes is the underlying status of the vasculature. Indeed, recent histological
studies associate aging with plaque formation and microhemorrhage (Cullen et. al. 2006).
Fernando et. al. (2006) report that the periventricular and deep subcortical white matter lesions
commonly associated with advanced age are likely to arise as a result of chronic hypoperfusion,
and Buckner (2004) also associates deep white matter lesions with microvascular disease. A
recent histological analysis concludes that patients with deep white matter lesions exhibit
capillary loss globally throughout the brain and not just only in the vicinity of the lesions.
Furthermore, the decline in capillary number is age-related (Brown et al 2007). Life style
choices may also affect the findings. Aerobic exercise training, which is likely to improve
cardiovascular fitness, is associated with increased brain volume (Colcombe et al 2006).
Similarly, Marks et. al. (2007, 2008) suggest that there may be a positive relationship between
aerobic fitness and fractional anisotropy in select brain regions.

The majority of publications addressing the histology of the intracerebral vasculature have
concentrated upon pathology. Relatively little direct information is available about gender-
associated vascular differences or about the vessel changes that occur with aging in the absence
of disease. By histological section, vessel tortuosity is known to increase with both aging and
hypertension (Spangler et. al. 1994). Farkas et. al. (2006) note that microvascular pathology,
such as fibrosis and vessel wall thickening, is age-related. Similarly, Uspenskaia et. al.
(2004) describe reduction in the radius of microvessels in the elderly. Emerson et. al. (1994)
however, find that cerebral perfusion appears to remain constant between the young (19-40
years old) and the elderly (65-85 years old). Takahashi et. al. (2005) note age-associated
reductions of regional cerebral blood flow in the specific region of the anterior cingulate gyri,
although these localized findings have been challenged on the basis of methods that fail to
correct for partial volume effects (Pirson et. al. 2006). In potential contradiction to the findings
of Emerson et. al. (1994), Zhao et. al. (2007) find an age-associated drop of about 15% in total
cerebral and cranial blood flow in an analysis of 15 large, named arteries of younger (24-30
years, n = 12) and older (61-74 years, n = 4) subjects, as captured by phase contrast imaging.

In general, the literature on the vascular changes associated with healthy aging appears both
sparse and sometimes contradictory. The current study employs a different approach to
vascular assessment. We use computer-based methods to analyze in-vivo, time-of-flight,
MRAs of 100 healthy volunteers, ranging in age from 18 to 74, and without history of
hypertension, diabetes, head injury, or other factors likely to affect the cerebral vasculature.
MR angiography is not capable of assessing vessels of diameter smaller than that of the voxel
size used during image acquisition. This approach therefore cannot analyze capillaries.
Nevertheless, this new method possesses unprecedented ability to provide quantitative, in-
vivo, whole-head assessment of vessel number, radius, and tortuosity for all vessels perceptible
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by MRA and with analysis of the vasculature of the entire brain or of any desired portion of
the brain.

The two hypotheses of the current study were that 1) healthy aging would be associated with
change to intracerebral vessels visualized by MRA, and 2) there would be no difference
between male and female subjects. This report is, to our knowledge, the first to explore gender-
associated changes in vessel shape and number with healthy aging as perceived by MRA.

2. Methods
2.1 Patient selection and image acquisition

One hundred healthy volunteers, divided into five age groups, were involved in this study.
Each age group (18-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, and 60-74 years) comprised 20 subjects equally
divided by gender. Subjects with hypertension, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, coagulopathy,
mental illness, vascular disease, or brain disorder were excluded. The study was approved by
the Institutional Review Board of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, was
compliant with the United States’ Health Insurance Portabiliity and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), and all subjects provided signed consent to share their images with other
investigators.

All volunteers underwent MR scanning on a 3T, head only unit (Allegra, Siemens Medical
Systems Inc.) using a head coil. T1, T2, DTI, and MRA images were acquired for each subject.
This paper concentrates upon vascular images. MRA images were acquired using a 3D-time-
of-flight sequence without gadolinium injection and that covered the entire head using multiple
(5) overlapping (25%) thin slabs (MOTSA). The sequence also employed a magnetization
transfer pulse for background suppression of brain parenchyma. The resulting voxel size was
0.5 × 0.5 × 0.8 mm3. The sequence's TR/TE/flip_angle/ were respectively 35msec/3msec/22.
Although the base matrix was 448×448, a rectangular FOV of 0.786 and a partial Fourier of
0.8 were employed to reduce data acquisition time to 18 minutes.

As discussed later, a secondary study additionally made use of the subjects’ T1 and T2 images.
Imaging parameters for these acquisitions included: TR/TE/TH/=15msec/7msec/1mm for T1
and TR/TE/TH= 7730msec/80 msec/1mm for T2. Both T1 and T2 images covered the entire
brain and employed a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3. Both sequences were acquired in 3D rather
than in the more typically acquired 2D format.

2.2 Image processing
Image processing methods employed C++ programs written by our group and previously
described in the literature. Vessels were segmented using a computer program that, proceeding
from manually provided seed points, automatically tracked each vessel's central skeleton in
three dimensions (3D) as an image intensity ridge using dynamic scaling (Aylward et. al. 2002).
The vessel radius was then calculated automatically at each skeleton point, with automatic
smoothing of the skeleton points and radii using a spline function (Aylward et. al. 2002). Vessel
skeleton points (with associated radius values) were subsequently resampled using a spacing
equal to that of the voxel spacing in the x dimension of the underlying image (0.5 mm in this
study).

Following vessel segmentation, 3D vessel trees were defined via a computer program that
requested manual definition of one or more roots (in this case, both carotid arteries and the
basilar artery) and that then automatically defined connected vessel trees using a minimum
spanning tree algorithm (Bullitt et al 2001). Blood flow direction was set automatically by the
program during connection of each child vessel to a parent vessel. It took approximately 30
minutes to segment and create vessel trees from each MRA image.
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In this paper, we use the term “subtree” to designate the set of connected vessels that receive
blood flow from (i.e., lie downstream of) a manually selected vessel point. Determination of
vessel attributes was performed using a computer program that, via a 3D display, allowed
“point and click” operations to manually designate vessel points of interest and to thus define
subtrees of interest.

Four different anatomical regions were defined for each subject. Manually placed vessel branch
points, selected to define major branches that could be easily identified across subjects, were
used to define the origins of subtrees of interest. Specifically, the identified branch points were
the origin of the left and right M1 segments, the paired A1 segments, and the distal basilar
artery immediately before bifurcation into the left and right posterior cerebral arteries. Each
image therefore provided 4 sets of connected vessels from four different anatomical regions
each of which could be identified in all patients. These regions comprised the left middle
cerebral group, the right middle cerebral group, the anterior cerebral group, and the posterior
cerebral circulation. The anterior cerebral group contained two subtrees (one associated with
each of the paired anterior cerebral arteries) that were analyzed together as a single unit.

Four different vessel attributes were analyzed for each vessel group. These attributes were

1. Vessel Number: The number of individual, unbranched vessels.

2. Average Radius: The sum of radii at all vessel points divided by the number of vessel
points.

3. Two Tortuosity Measurements:

a. The “Sum of Angles Metric” (SOAM). SOAM sums angles between
consecutive trios of points along a regularly sampled space curve and
normalizes by the total path length (Bullitt et al 2003). Space curves
displaying low-frequency, high amplitude curves tend to display high
SOAM values. The average SOAM value was calculated for each vessel
group.

b. The “Inflection Count Metric” (ICM). The ICM counts the number of
inflection points along a space curve and multiples this number (plus 1) times
the total path length and divides by the distance between endpoints (Bullitt
et. al. 2003). Space curves that exhibit high amplitude curves with frequent
changes of direction will tend to display high ICM values. The average ICM
value was calculated for each vessel group.

2.3 Statistical analysis
Analysis was performed for each of the four vessel groups both by gender and age. A
preliminary test using Kolmogrov-Smirnov statistics was performed to test for normality of
the values, and was followed by Tukey tests for overall comparisons of the four parameters
across anatomical groups. To examine the pattern of the four measures by age and gender, a
multivariate ANOVA was fit to the data. The within-subject factors included the four types of
measurements and the four regions. The between-subject factors included the five age groups
and two genders. Interaction between age and gender was included in the model. To adjust for
multiple comparisons of four measures, 0.05/4 was used as the significance level. For each
measure, the comparison across different factor levels was based on the Tukey test. All analyses
were done using SAS 8.0 [SAS Institute, Rearch Triangle Park, North Carolina].
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2.4 Secondary analyses
Results of the primary study outlined above produced two findings that deserved further
exploration. One of these findings was related to vessel radius. It became of interest to
determine the average vessel radius for large, individual, named arteries.

Although the carotid and basilar arteries were obvious candidates for this secondary study, our
images displayed variability in the lowest anatomical region imaged. Long lengths of the
carotid and basilar arteries were therefore available for study in some volunteers but not in
others. In order to standardize the vessel segments analyzed, we therefore selected 5 large
vessels in which proximal and distal vessel points could be reliably determined across all
subjects. The five arterial segments chosen for analysis included the left and right A1 segments,
the left and right M1 segments, and the segment of the basilar artery between the takeoff of
the superior cerebellar arteries and the basilar tip. Each defining vessel branchpoint was
selected manually using a 3D, rotatable display (Bullitt et. al., 2001). The program clipped
each vessel proximally and distally to the manually selected points and then calculated vessel
attributes for the selected vessel segment. Multivariate ANOVA was used to analyze the
outcomes.

A second finding deserving further exploration was related to vessel count. Since brain volume
differs from individual to individual, it became of interest to normalize vessel counts for each
individual by that individual's volume of grey and white matter. We determined the volumes
of grey matter, white matter, and CSF from each individual's T1 and T2 images using a
segmentation algorithm based upon the expectation-maximization algorithm developed by
Van Leemput et. al. (1999a, 1999b) and as rewritten as an integrated package in ITK (Insight
Toolkit). The program automatically registered the T1 and T2 images of each patient,
performed bias field inhomogeneity correction, registered the image pair to a spatial
probabilistic brain atlas (Evans 1993), and finally calculated probabilistic maps for grey matter,
white matter, and CSF (Mortamet 2005). Brain volume was calculated by integration over grey
and white matter regions for each patient. We then calculated the total vessel count in each
subject and divided that count by that subject's brain volume. We did not perform similar
analyses for each of the four circulatory groups examined in our primary analysis since we did
not have a means of reliably standardizing the tissue boundaries perfused by each circulatory
group. Statistical analysis was based on fitting ANOVA model, where the outcome was the
normalized vessel count and two factors were Age groups (5 groups) and gender.

3. Results
3.1 Results of the primary analysis

Figure 1 illustrates the 4 vessel groups shown in 3D for one of the healthy volunteers. Figure
2 illustrates a typical MRA slice with and without a superimposed red overlay of the segmented
vessels within that slice. Figures 3-6 provide the means and standard deviations calculated for
vessel number, average vessel radius, and the two tortuosity measures SOAM and ICM for
each of the five age groups, for each gender, and for each of the four anatomical regions
analyzed.

3.1.1 Vessel attributes by anatomical location—When the 100 healthy subjects were
considered as a group, all four vessel attributes differed significantly by anatomical region (p-
values were <0.0001 for vessel count, <0.0001 for SOAM, 0.0206 for AVRAD and <0.001 for
ICM).

Vessel Number: Vessel number in the anterior cerebral group was less than in the left middle
cerebral distribution (p=0.0032); vessel numbers in the left and right middle cerebral
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distributions did not differ significantly; vessel numbers in the posterior circulation were
significantly greater than in any other distribution (p<0.001). Means and standard deviations
for vessel number are shown in Figure 3.

Average Radius: A significant difference (p=0.0147) was observed between the anterior and
the left middle cerebral circulations. Means and standard deviations for radius are shown in
Figure 4.

Tortuosity: SOAM values differed significantly across anatomical regions (p<0.0001). The
posterior circulation possessed the highest values, the anterior cerebral SOAM was less than
the left middle cerebral SOAM, and no significant differences were observed between the left
and right middle cerebral SOAMs . For the ICM, the left middle cerebral circulation had
significantly smaller ICM than the right middle cerebral circulation (p=0.002) and significantly
larger ICM than the posterior circulation (p<0.0001). No significant difference was detected
between the anterior and left middle cerebral groups. Means and standard deviations for SOAM
and ICM calculations are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

3.1.2 Gender and age comparisons—Major findings for the gender and age comparisons
are summarized below. Graphical representations of the means and standard deviations for
each vessel parameter are given in Figures 3-6. For purposes of brevity, we use the term “vessel
loss” to indicate a reduction in the number of vessels visualized by MRA. As discussed later,
a reduction in the number of vessels visualized by MRA could represent an absolute reduction
in the number of vessels present, a reduction in blood flow (thus making some vessels invisible
to MRA although the vessels themselves might remain physically present), or both.

1) Vessel Number: Both genders exhibited a trend toward vessel loss with age in all 4
anatomical regions. The vessel count in the left middle cerebral circulation was significantly
lower in subjects aged 60+ than in those aged 18-29 (p=0.002). Results were most marked in
the posterior circulation, for which the vessel count was significantly lower in those aged 60+
than in any other age group (all p-values less than 0.0025).

2) Average Radius: In all four anatomical regions, males exhibited vessels of larger average
radius than did women (anterior cerebral group. p=0.0021; left middle cerebral group,
p=0.0006; right middle cerebral group, p=0.0002; posterior cerebral group, p=0.0033). Aging
was also associated with increase in average radius. For those aged 60+, the average radius of
the right middle cerebral group was larger than that of subjects aged 18-29 (p=0.0008), as was
the average radius of the posterior cerebral circulation (p=0.0058). No significant interaction
between gender and age was found.

1. SOAM. Significant changes with aging were limited to the left middle cerebral
distribution. Subjects aged 60+ exhibited a significant increase in tortuosity by SOAM
compared to those 18-29 (p=0.0118) and 30-39 (p=0.0025).

2. ICM. There was no significant difference between age groups or genders in any
region.

3.2 Secondary analysis of vessel radius in large named vessels
Figure 7 summarizes the results of radius calculation in each of the five age groups for five
major named vessels. Males consistently displayed higher average vessel radii than females.
This difference was present in all five of the individual vessels analyzed and across all age
groups (p-values all less than 0.02). When assessing the effect of aging upon the radius of the
large named vessels, the older age groups tended to display larger vessel radii than the younger
age groups. The difference was most consistently evident in the right M1 arterial segment
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(p=0.015). More specifically, for RM1, age group 1 possessed smaller vessel radii than age
group 5 (p=0.042); age group2 had smaller vessel radii than age group 3 (p=0.047); age group
2 had smaller vessel radii than age group 5 (p=0.002); age group 4 had smaller vessel radii
than age group 5 (p=0.007).

3.3. Secondary analysis of normalized vessel count
Figure 8 provides the results of total vessel count normalized by brain volume. Females tended
to have significantly larger values than males (p<0.0001). We did not have enough power to
discriminate between the first three younger age groups or the last two older age groups.
However, after combining the first three groups into one group and combining the last two
groups into another, results indicated that the younger age group had significantly higher
normalized vessel counts than the older (p=0.0005).

Discussion
4.1 General methodological considerations and comparison to other approaches

This report is, to our knowledge, the first to evaluate the effects of gender and healthy aging
upon intracerebral vessel number and morphology as visualized by non-invasively acquired
MRA. Our approach offers a method complementary to that of other published approaches and
possesses different strengths and weaknesses. Unlike histological analyses, our method cannot
assess capillaries. It can, however, rapidly and noninvasively assess the vasculature of the entire
brain as captured by MRA. A related advantage of our method, although not applicable to the
current study, is that our approach is capable of following changes to an individual patient over
time--clearly impossible for whole-brain histological processing.

A variety of in-vivo vascular imaging methods have been described by others. The method that
is perhaps most similar to our own is outlined by Zhao et. al. (2007), who used phase contrast
imaging to calculate regional cerebral blood flow based upon measurements from 15 major
vessels. Our own approach only approximates regional cerebral blood flow on the basis of
vessel radius and number. By contrast, unlike the methods described by Zhao et. al. (2007),
our approach (a) is not restricted to large, named vessels but can evaluate many hundreds of
vessels including even the smallest vessels perceptible by MRA, and (b) provides quantitative
measures of vessel number, radius, and tortuosity.

The most commonly employed method of noninvasive, in-vivo vascular imaging of brain is
perfusion/permeability imaging. Unlike perfusion/permeability imaging, our method cannot
assess the capillary bed, but does offer the advantage of providing specific, quantitative
information about vessel number, radius, and tortuosity in a way that perfusion/permeability
imaging cannot. Bullitt (2007) provides an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of
perfusion/permeability and MRA imaging as applied to tumor-associated vasculature. The two
methods appear to provide complementary information.

Our methods provide radius estimates for large named vessels that are somewhat smaller than
those provided by cadaveric dissection. For example, our estimate of the average diameter of
the A1 segment was slightly over 1.5mm whereas Rhoton reports that that the A1 segment is
1.5mm or less in diameter in only 10% of brains [Rhoton, 2003]. There are at least two
explanations for this discrepancy. The first is that our approach employs MRA images that
visualize flowing blood. As a result, our calculation of vessel radius does not include the
thickness of the vessel wall. Our method of calculating vessel radius will thus obviously be
smaller than any method that does include the vessel wall. The second explanation is related
to our method of vessel extraction. Our method employs adaptive scaling [Aylward et. al.,
2002] and is thus able to define a single, long vessel as possessing a large radius proximally
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and a small radius distally. MRA images are noisy, however, and in order to prevent errors
when regions of image noise are encountered during vessel extraction, the radius calculated
for any individual point is based partially upon the specific value calculated for that particular
point, partially upon the radii calculated for sets of vessel points proximal and distal to the
point in question, and partially upon an initial estimate of the overall vessel's radius. As a result,
the radius of a long vessel may sometimes be underestimated in regions in which the radius is
large and overestimated in regions in which the radius is small. Although the difference is
generally slight between calculated radius and the radius as perceived by inspection of slice
data (see Figure 2, for example), this difference, in combination with the fact that MRA images
do not visualize the vessel wall, seems likely to explain the reason why our calculation of the
radii of large named vessels is slightly smaller than calculations based upon histological or
cadaveric analysis.

We believe that a major contribution of our report is that it describes the use of high-resolution
(0.5×0.5×0.8mm3), standardized images acquired from 100 volunteers equally divided into 5
different age groups each equally divided by gender. We also carefully screened our volunteers
for the absence of hypertension, diabetes, and other diseases likely to affect the vasculature.
The majority of previous publications on vessel changes associated with aging have included
subjects with a variety of age-associated diseases, and the majority of in-vivo imaging studies
have used either varying protocols and/or large or grossly anisotropic voxels.

Our gender and age-matched healthy database of high-quality MRA, T1, T2, and DTI images
all acquired in standardized fashion on a 3T are freely available to the scientific community at
http://hdl.handle.net/1926/594.

4.2 Discussion of specific findings
At least six of our specific findings deserve comment.

First, there is no single set of vessel descriptors that defines the shape of a prototypical healthy
intracerebral vessel independent of anatomical location. As shown by the results of our study,
the shapes of healthy intracerebral vessels differ by anatomical location. The implication of
this finding is that any analysis that compares patient groups must compare similar regions of
the brain or similar vascular structures across groups rather than compare any test vessel to
some absolute, abstract definition of what a “healthy” intracerebral vessel should be.

Second, the current study analyzed 4 independent, anatomically separated vascular subtrees,
each of which was identifiable across all healthy volunteers. An equally valid approach when
addressing focal disease is to clip vessels to the same anatomical region of interest and to
analyze vessels within the same region across subjects (Bullitt 2005). A number of equally
valid approaches also exist (analysis of vessels of similar radii, analysis of individual named
vessels) that are applicable to other disease states, but discussion of the choice of which analysis
is likely to be most helpful when assessing any particular disease state is beyond the scope of
this paper. Our approach to vessel segmentation and vessel shape analysis permits all of these
approaches, with the choice of the approach open to the investigator.

Third, an unexpected finding of our study was that males and females exhibit consistent
differences in vessel radius when vessels are defined from MRA. Contrary to our initial
hypothesis of no gender-specific vascular differences, this study found that males exhibited
significantly larger vessel radii than females in all four anatomical regions, independent of age.
This difference remained present no matter whether entire circulatory groups were analyzed
or whether specific, large, named vessels were identified across individuals. It is possible that
these differences may be related to the larger cerebral volume of males (Matsumae et. al.
1996; Resnick et. al. 2003) who then might require feeding arterial trunks of larger radius to
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supply a more extensive capillary network. The work by Zhao et. al. (2007) noted that flow
through the carotid arteries was significantly larger in males than in females, further supporting
the validity of our findings.

Fourth, healthy aging was associated with a gender-independent trend towards reduction in the
number of vessels visualized by MRA. This trend persisted even when the total vessel count
for each individual was normalized by that individual's brain volume. The reduction in vessel
number with age thus cannot easily be explained on the basis of brain atrophy alone. One
explanation for this finding is an age-related, physical loss of vessels. This interpretation is
supported by some histological analyses (Brown 2007; Peters 2006; Srinkath 2003) although
it is difficult to find a histological report that quantifies vessel loss in the absence of disease.
An alternative explanation is an age-associated reduction to blood flow, which could render
vessels invisible to MRA although the vessels themselves might remain physically present. In
this case, our findings would represent functional changes (underperfused vessels) rather than
anatomical changes. Indeed, the groups of Farkas et. al. (2006) and Uspenskaia et. al. (2004)
note that the thickness of the vessel wall increases and that the radius of microvessels decreases
with age. Although our methods cannot visualize microvessels, it is possible that aging induces
thickening of the vessel walls of the smaller vessels visualizable by MRA. It is moreover
possible that both factors (physical loss of vessels and reduced blood flow) played a role in our
results. Regardless of the interpretation (physical vessel loss, reduced blood flow, or both), our
findings indicate that aged subjects imaged by the same protocols as younger subjects exhibit
a lower number of visualizable vessels, indicating a change in vessel attributes with healthy
aging.

A fifth interesting finding was the increase in average vessel radius that occurred with healthy
aging. There are at least two explanations for this finding. The first is that there was a loss (or
a reduction in perfusion resulting in a lack of visualization) of the smaller vessels visualized
by MRA. A decrease in the number of these smaller vessels would produce an increase in the
average vessel radius. The second explanation is that there was a compensatory dilation of
proximal vessels. In an attempt to begin to answer this question we examined the radii of five
proximal, major named vessels. The finding that average radius tended to increase with age in
these proximal vessels suggests that compensatory vessel dilation may play a role in the
increased vessel radius seen with healthy aging.

The sixth and last finding was that a significant increase in vessel tortuosity with age was
limited to the left middle cerebral distribution and with tortuosity as measured only by SOAM.
No significant changes with age were seen by tortuosity as measured by ICM in any anatomical
distribution. Histological and other types of examinations have indicated that significant
increases in vessel tortuosity are associated with a variety of diseases including hypertension
(Hiroki et. al. 2002; Spangler 1994), Alzheimer's Disease (Fischer et. al. 1989; Kalaria 2002),
cancer (Baish and Jain 2000; Bullitt et. al. 2005; Jain 2005; Li et. al. 2000) and many other
pathological processes (Burger et. al. 1991). Our results suggest that the vessel tortuosity
increases that occur with healthy aging are relatively modest.

4.3 Study limitations
Three limitations of the current study should be noted. The first was that the most aged group
was 60+ and that the most elderly subject in the database was 74. We therefore did not examine
patients 80 years or older, nor did we have many patients older than 70. The reason is that it
becomes progressively difficult to identify subjects without hyptertension, diabetes,
hypercholesterolemia, renal disease, or other history of disease likely to affect the cerebral
vasculature once individuals reach the age of 60. Our intent in acquiring this database was to
provide an image database of genuinely healthy volunteers that could be used both to assess
the effects of healthy aging and, perhaps more importantly, to establish an image database of
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healthy volunteers against which a variety of diseases can be assessed. Although it should be
feasible to accumulate a sufficient number of healthy subjects in their 70s and 80s and older,
such recruitment would require much more time and funding than was available to us. Our
current database therefore sets the highest age group as 60+.

A second limitation of our approach was that MRA imaging inherently cannot examine any
vessel of diameter smaller than that of the voxel size used during image acquisition. For the
current study, vessel analysis was thus limited to vessels of 0.25 mm radius or larger. A
contribution of this study is the finding that noninvasive analysis of these “larger” vessels over
a more extensive anatomical region than that provided by traditional histological processing
can produce similar results, demonstrating a spatially widespread dropout of vessel number
and/or reduction in functional capacity with age.

A final limitation of our approach was that we did not control for multiple factors including
diet, activity level, and perhaps many other factors of whose importance we may be unaware.
Several recent reports have suggested that activity level may affect the cerebrovasculature,
brain volume, and cognitive level during healthy aging (Colcombe et. al. 2004, Marks et. al.
2000). More directed studies aimed at examining individual factors would be required to assess
the importance of each such parameter.

4.4 Summary
In summary, this study provides an analysis of MRA images acquired in-vivo of 100 healthy
subjects aged 18-74. We use a designed database in which subjects were excluded for known
disease, in which all images were acquired similarly and at high resolution, and in which equal
numbers of males and females were included in each of five age groups. We conclude that
there are differences between the vasculature of males and females, that healthy aging is
associated with both a loss of vessels and an increase in vessel radius for those vessels
visualized by MRA, and that any vessel tortuosity increases associated with healthy aging are
relatively modest. Our new approach offers information complementary to that provided by
other methods. Our multi-modal image database has been made publicly available to the
scientific community. We believe that this database could serve as an important resource not
only for an analysis of healthy aging but also as a healthy baseline against which to compare
a variety of vessel abnormalities associated with multiple pathological states.
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Figure 1.
Base view of a 3D visualization of a vessel segmentation illustrating the four vessel groups
analyzed. The pertinent vessel group is shown in white in each frame. A: left middle cerebral,
B: right middle cerebral, C: anterior cerebral, and D: posterior cerebral groups.
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Figure 2.
Segmented vessels superimposed upon an image slice. A. Original slice through an MR image.
B. The same slice with segmented vessels within that slice displayed in red. The images include
both large arteries (the M1 segments bilaterally and the posterior cerebral arteries bilaterally)
and small vessels, including a few that are only a voxel in diameter. Obvious veins, such as
the sagittal and straight sinuses, are not included in the segmentation and remain white in panel
B. When segmented vessels are overlaid in red upon the original MRA slice (B), the diameters
of the segmented vessels seem to match reasonably well to the diameters of the vessels as
visualized by the original MRA, although large vessels may be slightly underfilled.
Underfilling can be perceived as residual white voxels within a vessel whose segmentation is
demarcated in red.
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Figure 3.
Means and standard deviations of average vessel number contained within each of the four
circulatory groups for men and women in each of the five age groups in years. Vessel number
in the anterior cerebral group was less than in the left middle cerebral distribution (p=0.0032);
vessel numbers in the left and right middle cerebral distributions did not differ significantly;
vessel numbers in the posterior circulation were significantly greater than in any other
distribution (p<0.001). Both genders exhibited a trend toward vessel loss with age in all 4
anatomical regions. The vessel count in the left middle cerebral circulation was significantly
lower in subjects aged 60+ than in those aged 18-29 (p=0.002). Results were most marked in
the posterior circulation, for which the vessel count was significantly lower in those aged 60+
than in any other age group (all p-values less than 0.0025).
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Figure 4.
Means and standard deviations of average radius in mm for all vessels contained within each
of the four circulatory groups for men and women in each of the five age groups. In all four
anatomical regions, males exhibited vessels of larger average radius than did women (anterior
cerebral group. p=0.0021; left middle cerebral group, p=0.0006; right middle cerebral group,
p=0.0002; posterior cerebral group, p=0.0033). Aging was also associated with increase in
average radius. For those aged 60+, the average radius of the right middle cerebral group was
larger than that of subjects aged 18-29 (p=0.0008), as was the average radius of the posterior
cerebral circulation (p=0.0058). No significant interaction between gender and age was found.
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Figure 5.
Means and standard deviations of the tortuosity measure SOAM in radians/cm for all vessels
contained within each of the four circulatory groups as calculated for men and women in each
of the five age groups. SOAM values differed significantly across anatomical regions
(p<0.0001). The posterior circulation possessed the highest values, the anterior cerebral SOAM
was less than the left middle cerebral SOAM, and no significant differences were observed
between the left and right middle cerebral SOAMs . Significant changes with aging were
limited to the left middle cerebral distribution. Subjects aged 60+ exhibited a significant
increase in tortuosity by SOAM compared to those 18-29 (p=0.0118) and 30-39 (p=0.0025).
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Figure 6.
Means and standard deviations of the tortuosity measure ICM in dimensionless numbers for
all vessels contained within each of the four circulatory groups as calculated for men and
women in each of the five age groups. ICM values varied significantly by anatomical region;
the left middle cerebral circulation had significantly smaller ICM than the right middle cerebral
circulation (p=0.002) and significantly larger ICM than the posterior circulation (p<0.0001).
No significant difference was detected between the anterior and left middle cerebral groups.
No significant differences were detected by gender or by age in any anatomical region.
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Figure 7.
Means and standard deviations of the radius in mm for five individual, major named vessels
as calculated for both men and women in each of the five age groups. Males consistently
displayed higher average vessel radii than females across all anatomical regions and all age
groups (p-values all less than 0.02). Older age groups tended to display larger vessel radii with
the difference most consistently present in the right M1 arterial segment (p=0.015); for the
right M1, age group 1 possessed smaller vessel radii than age group 5 (p=0.042); age group2
had smaller vessel radii than age group 3 (p=0.047); age group 2 had smaller vessel radii than
age group 5 (p=0.002); age group 4 had smaller vessel radii than age group 5 (p=0.007.)
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Figure 8.
Total vessel count normalized by brain volume as calculated for both men and women over
five age groups. Females had higher vessel counts than males ((p<0.0001) and the three
younger age groups had higher vessel counts than the two older groups (p=0.0005).
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